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A FRIGHTFUL AFFAIR CONTEST GRAVEYARD GROUPIES
Design by: Nicole317 (1 Project)
About me: I enjoy m ak ing scrapbook s for m y
fam ily and friends that way the m em ories are
always a book away. Scrapbook s are a way to
rem em ber loved one, precious m em ories, & a
nice way to spend a week end.

Project skill level: advanced
Project time: 2 hours to 3 hours
Project tags: Halloween Holiday Layouts

Family Layouts Seasonal Layouts Friend Layouts Scrapbook
Layouts
A fun-tw o page layout to incorporate 6 of your favorite
Hallow een photos.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Mini Monsters Cartridge

Cricut Imagine®
Machine

A Frightful Affair
Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Black Card stock 12" x 12" (3)

Blue Green Orange Yellow Gray Black

Scissors

Glue Stick(s)

4 - 3" x 3" Photos

2 - 4" x 5" Photos

Pillow Stuffing (for clouds/fog)

Leaf Paper Punch

STEP 1
Start by cutting the below list of images from your machine using Mini Monsters - Haunted House 5"; "Do Not Enter Fence" (1) 2"; Basic
fence matching the Do Not Enter style (7-8); Tree 7"; Skeleton (from Skeleton Boy); Extra bones using Skeleton Boy; Graves (5-6); and
spider webs. Using a leaf punch, punch leaves out of various fall-colored paper.

STEP 2
Then cut the following using the Frightful Affair cartridge - Letters for the title. Using the font that is broken, cut alternating letters for the
base letter. Then cut two shadows for the broken font - black and white.

STEP 3
Assemble the letters, "Do Not Enter Fence", and the Haunted House. To assemble the skeleton coffin, glue the skeleton onto gray paper.
Then cut skinny black lines and glue on top of skeleton to reflect bars. Cut the gray paper into desired shape and glue onto black paper.

STEP 4
Cut the grass base, mini-grass pods, rocks, and moon.
**Note - If you have a cartridge that cuts these shapes, you can also use that.

STEP 5
Page Assembly - Glue base grass, haunted house, gravestones, skeleton, and tree onto the black 12" x 12" paper. Add dates and names
to graves as desired. Then glue the fence on top of the previous layer. Arrange photos on paper as desired then add the spider webs to
corners. Glue on the rest of the items - title, moon, leaves, extra bones, and stuffing to resemble a cloudy/foggy night.

STEP 6
Enjoy the page for years to come! :)
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